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ABSTRACT 

A new permeamcter tins been built and is now available for testing samples of 
steel and other ferromagnetic materials for their magnetic chp.-aclerislics such aw per
meability, remanent induction, coercive force and saturation induction- The present 
range of operation for the permeameter is from 0.5 Oe to 1250 Oe, Results are pre
sented for two samples of low-carbon steel as well as some preliminary results Tor 
Vanadium Permendur. 

INTRODUCTION 

Our initial motivation for building this new nermcameter was to generate new, 
more accurate permeability tables for the magnet design program POISSON, which 
has been in use here at SLAC for many years. More recently, the magnet design 
programs TOSCA and PE2D have become available here and they also require that 
permeability tables be supplied. It also was felt that it would be useful to lie able 
la measure the magnetic properties of materials being used at SLAC an A routine 
basis. Ii is well known thai these properties can vary in important ways for the 
same nominal material. One of the tables in use at SLAC (POISSON materia! 2) 
was known to be too optimistic. This is the old original default table from Utl. and 
corresponds to anni'alcd purr iron on the G.E- chart. 

We became interested in Vanadium Permendur, when in 19SS several of the Soul h 
I.TR bend magnets were modified to have steel yokes and Permendur poles. This-
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allowed us to widen the pulp for a required larger good field width and maintain 
the same induction at a given excitation current aa before modification/" Questions 
were raised about the permeability tables for tl>e Permcndur, with many questions 
about how to heat-treat tbe Pcrmendur to achieve maximum induction. The available 
information on this subject from vendors and the literature has been unclear and 
contradictory. We decided to solve this problem, for the future at least* bv buildup 
a permeamcter that would utilize easy-to-manufacturc samples upon which we could 
perform heat treatment tests, measure the magnetic characteristics, and then use 
the data obtained to make the tables of magnetic induction versus magnetizing force 
suitable for P01SSON and other magnet codes. As previously mentioned, the present 
range of operation for the permeametcr is from 0.5 Oe to 1250 Oe, and while this 
is enough to drive most materials into saturation, higher value* would improve the 
precision of saturation induction measurements. Therefore we plan to vKtetid the lop 
value of magnetizing force to 2500 Oe by installing a modified set of roils. 

THE PERMEAMETER 

The configuration for the pcrmeamcler is shown in Fig. 1. A somewhat similar 
device was built at LBL several years ago.'2' It is a ('-type electromagnet with n 
single excitation coil of 324 turns (6 layers of 54 turns) of No. 14 square copper wire 
insulated with polyamtdc GP-200. The coil form itself is made of low-carbon steel to 
minimize the reluctance of the apparatus. Bolted to the excitation coil are (he two 
yokes of 2-in. by 4-in. low-carbon steel bars 12 in. long. The pole pieces are threaded 
into the yoke bars so that the sample under test can be clamped into position by 
screwing the pole pieces down lightly against the ends of the sample. The samples 
to be tested are cylindrical with a 0.191 in. hole (No. II drill) drilled on the axis. 
The hole allows the introduction of a Hall probe which measures tbe magt.'tlizatioii 
force // in the center of the sample. This inethod utilizes the fact that the Inngential 
component of H is constant across the metal/air boundary- The outside diameter of 
the MID pie is 0.749 in. and the length is 2.000 in., although other lengths also can be 
used because of the adjustment rangp of the threaded poles. The magnetization force 
is inversely proportional to the sample length, but PO1SS0N runs show that short 
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samples have nonuniform fields. Tliese runs also show that the pickup <oil should bo 
wound as close to the sample as possible and also close to the sample center. 

The itidurtion piricup coil, which measures B is made of Dclrin and lias ISO funis 
of No. 40 copper wire with Isonel insulation. The wire diameter is 0.005 in., including 
insulation. The coil length is 0.250 in. and the average diameter of the windings is 
0.7S0 in. 

A diagram of the permeameter measurement system is shown in Fig. 2. De
tails of the measurement system and associated computer programs have been gjivn 
previously/** 
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FITTING THE DATA 

Splines and polynomials of various orders were considered for filling the data. 
'Die best method for our purposes was to use a seventh degree polynomial of the 
induction as a function of the logarithm of the magnetizing force. The resulting 
functional relationship can then he used to calculate the induction for many values of 
the magnetizing force, and this results in a tabic vhich can be entered directly into 
POISSON. Care was taken to assure that both first and second differences of B with 
increasing H were always smooth and did not change sign. The problem of proper 
fitting fur magnetization tables has been studied by Pis^anetzky.(4) 

The latest version of POISSON at SLAC has been modified to accept tables of up 
to 199 points. There is also an option to change the internal interpolation method 
from one varying with B2 (the old method) to one linear in 8- This removes a 
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serious problem with the variation of magnetization with H. The B 2 interpolation 
causes cusps in the relationship between magnetization and H, This in turn ran 
cause convergence failure, especially at high fields where the BH curve flattens out. 
Whatever external or internal table is selected, POISSON does its own interpolation 
in order to reduce B, or B2 to an index by dividing by a step size. Corresponding 
values of reluctivity (H/B) are then stored in an array with corresponding indices, 
So in operation, the program does not do a table search, but merely divides B or B2 

by a proper step size. This becomes the index for the reluctivity array, A further 
refinement is done on the slope. Linear interpolation increases the running time 
about 20% since a square root must now be taken for every mesh point at every 
cycle. However, the number of cycles to convergence is less because of the improved 
stability, so this has been left as an option for users with convergence problems. We 
have found that a SO point table is generally satisfactory. Test cases have converged at 
high fields with the program default conditions set, and with reasonably short running 
times. When materials arc driven well into saturation, special constant settings may 
be necessary. This is generally the case with Vanadium Pcrmendur. 

RESULTS 

For the steel samples, the final heat treatment in each case was to hold for two 
hours at 750* C in a hydrogen atmosphere, with a slow cooldown of 60* C/hr. Any 
previous heat treatment for the steel samples is unknown. Hardness tests and grain 
size indicate that the 1010 sample had been previously annealed. The second anneal 
produced only a small change in magnetic characteristics. This was also true for the 
1004 steel sample. Both samples were chemically analyzed to confirm carbon content. 

Figure 3 is a graph of intrinsic induction {B-ti) versus magnetizing force // for 
the 1010 steel sampk compared to low-carbon steel from the G.E. chart. Figure •! 
shows the old POISSON table compared to the results for 1010 steel. 

The results for Vanadium Permendur should be considered to be preliminary. The 
cooling rale for the oven used could not be controlled. Cooling rates were very slow 
(60° C/hr) and the samples were cycled through several annealing temperatures. We 
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Fig. 4. Old POISSON table, and the new 
SOW steel table. 

have no way of quenching the samples between the various heat treatments at this 
time. 

The first Vanadium Pcrmendur sample was machined from a larger piece which 
had been heat-treated for four hours at 1120* C in a hydiogcn atmosphere, with a 
slow cooldown of 60°/hr. This sample was later annealed after machining at 750* 0 
for two hours and oven cooled. This produced our best result? so far for Pcrmcmlur. 
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Fig. 5. Intrinsic induction (B~H) versus mag
netizing force H for measured samples. 
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Fig. 6, Permeability versus magnetising force fi 
for annealed 1010 steel and Pcrmendur. 

Figure 5 is a graph of intrinsic induction versus magnetizing force for 1hp sterl 
and first Pfrmendur samples which were measured. This is shown in terms of per
meabilities in Fig, 6. Figure 7 shows the demagnetization curves for 1010 si eel and 
Permendur, 

Two more samples were machined from a larger piece which had been forged. They 
were later heat treated at several different temperatures, bul in different sequence: thr 
results were virtually identical. One of the problems which we encountered in Ref. \\] 
was that while the LBL work had recommended an anneal at 1120° C, mamifactur-
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Fig, 8. intrinsic Induction versus Ji for Per-
menofur after machining and aftrr annealing at 
three different temperatures. 

ers warn against temperatures above 900° C. The Curie temperature for Vanadium 
Permendur is 932° C, and we found that an anneal at 950° C did indeed prcdurr 
poor magnetic properties. However, subsequent heal treatment at temperatures of 
SS5° C and 1060* C restored the samptrs to the characteristics previously obtained 
by heal treatment at 'hose temperatures before the 950° C anneal; these results an-
summarized in Fig. 8. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility Tor the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. The views 
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